This article contains a collection of problems contributed during the course of the conference.
i is an isomorphism for every i ≥ r.
In other words, the conjecture predicts that any finite Sq 0 -family in Ext s A (F 2 , F 2 ) has at most r(s) nonzero elements.
Observation 2.2
We guess that r(s) = s − 2.
Let us explain the motivation for this conjecture.
Denote by V s an s-dimensional vector space over F 2 , and let
be the algebraic transfer defined by W Singer as an algebraic version of the geomet- It has been proved that Tr s is an isomorphism for s = 1, 2 by Singer and for s = 3 by Boardman. Among other things, these data together with the fact that Tr = ⊕ s Tr s is an algebra homomorphism show that Tr s is highly nontrivial. Therefore, the algebraic transfer is expected to be a useful tool in the study of the mysterious cohomology of the Steenrod algebra, Ext * , * A (F 2 , F 2 ). Although Singer recognizes that Tr 5 is not isomorphic, his open conjecture predicts that Tr s is a monomorphism for any s.
According to Boardman and Minami, one has a commutative diagram
where the left vertical arrow is the Kameko Sq 0 and the right vertical one is the classical squaring operation.
The conjecture comes from the above diagram and the following theorem. 
The problems presented by Nick Kuhn
These three problems are related to pondering the Singer Transfer τ s,t : Hom
Problem 3.1 Prove or disprove the conjecture that Ext
Note that Reg Wood's verification of the Peterson conjecture shows that the domain of τ s,t is 0 if α(t) > s, and I am conjecturing that the range of τ s,t vanishes in these same places. Bob Bruner has checked that the conjecture is true in the range of known Ext calculations. This problem is not so well posed, but the point would be to find some sensible way to measure the failure of τ * , * to be an isomorphism of bigraded algebras. Steenrod algebra, and write P for its dual; thus when p = 2, P is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, and when p is odd, P is a quotient Hopf algebra of the mod p Steenrod algebra.
Consider Ext * , * P (F p , F p ).
The pth power map on P * induces an algebra endomorphism P 0 on Ext, which with respect to the grading acts like this:
The following is proved in [8] . Hand and computer calculations when p = 2 suggest the following.
Conjecture 4.3
In Conjecture 4.1, one may take n to be 1. That is, for all z ∈ Ext s,t P (F p , F p ), P 0 z is nilpotent.
The problems presented by Stewart Priddy
Let G n = GL n (F p ). Quillen has shown colim n H i (G n ; F p ) = 0 for i > 0. The classes of H * (G n ; F p ) are unstable characteristic classes for representations over F p . Now let p = 2; Maazen has shown H i (G 2n ; F 2 ) = 0 for 0 < i < n. What about i = n?
A maximal elementary p-subgroup of G 2n is A n,n = I n * 0 I n .
A n,n ≈ (Z/2) n 2 and
where x i,j are the obvious 1-dimensional generators. The normalizer N G 2n (A n,n ) = G n × G n ; thus the restriction homomorphism has the form
We consider the image in dimension n. Let
This is true for n = 1, 2 (see Milgram and Priddy [6] ). There is also an analogous question for p odd but one must take into account the action of the diagonal matrices.
Question 5.2
Is H n (G 2n ; F 2 ) = F 2 generated by det n ?
The problem presented by Nobuaki Yagita
Let us write by E the extraspecial p-group p
1+2
+ of order p 3 and exponent p for an odd prime p. In Theorem 6.2 of my paper in the present proceedings (Stable splitting and cohomology of p-local finite groups over the extraspecial p-group of order p 3 and exponent p), we have a graph which shows stable splitting of BG for all (p-local) finite groups having a Sylow p-subgroup E for p = 3. The problem is to write down the similar graph for p = 7. A partial result is given in Theorem 9.4 in the same paper.
